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Biography 
 
From concerts, recordings and military service in Seoul, Korea to jazz festivals as a Jazz Ambassador; 
conducting orchestras across the United States as a musical director to recording and producing records 
as a pianist and leader of his own group; Fred Hughes has had a long and varied musical journey.   
 
Fred began studying keyboards and low brass at the age of 8 and by age 12 was a member of Local 
294 of the American Federation of Musicians in his hometown of Lancaster, Pennsylvania.  He 
performed alongside his father in the New Holland and Bainbridge Bands on tuba and in his dad’s jazz 
group on organ.  Professional performances continued with his own organ trio until graduating from high 
school. 
 
In 1979, Fred enlisted in the United States Army and upon advancing out of the Armed Forces School 
of Music, was assigned as a tuba player in the First Army Band at Fort George G. Meade, Maryland.  
His keyboard prowess soon had him playing in the duty combo, show band and big band with the First 
Army Band as well as an organ trio in his off-duty time in the Baltimore/Washington area.  He also 
performed with the UMBC Jazz Ensemble, under the direction of Ron Diehl, playing with such guest 
artists as Al Cohn and Ashley Alexander.    
 
1981 to 1985 was a period of tremendous opportunity for Fred, not only as a member of the Eighth Army 
Band in Seoul, Korea, but numerous performance opportunities in his free time.  As a soldier-musician, 
he was rising quickly up the ranks, reaching the rank of staff sergeant. His responsibilities included 
leader of the duty combo, show band, and big bands for the Eighth Army Band as well as operations 
noncommissioned officer; overseeing the booking of the organization. 
 
In his off-duty time, Seoul was becoming a hotbed of jazz activity and Fred was performing almost every 
night of the week by the time he left Korea.  His group, Just Friends, had recorded six albums for the 
Oasis/EMI label and had become popular across the Korean Peninsula; performing for sold-out houses 
and to live radio and television audiences.  It was through these performance opportunities that Fred 
had the honor of being chosen to serve as the rehearsal conductor and jazz coach for the MBC Pops 
Orchestra.   
 
Returning to his native Lancaster in 1985, Fred began performing extensively in a piano trio setting with 
the group Alternative.  Alternative, which included Harrisburg legend Sammy Banks on drums and the 
formidable J.J. Wiggins, now Hassan Shakur on bass.  Alternative was in demand in the Central 
Pennsylvania area and was the house band at what is now the Eden Resort Inn in Lancaster.  
 
In 1989, Fred reentered the military joining the United States Army’s premier touring jazz ensemble, the 
Jazz Ambassadors. As pianist and soloist for the Jazz Ambassadors, he performed in all fifty states, 
Canada, Mexico, Japan, and Europe; with jazz greats Arturo Sandoval, Ed Shaughnessy, Allen Vizzutti 
and Toots Thielemans; and at such prestigious jazz festivals as the Newport, Montreux, Nice and North 
Sea Jazz Festivals.    
 
Fred left the Jazz Ambassadors in 1996 and the Fred Hughes Trio released their first recording, Out Of 
The Blue, in December of that year.  Although the Fred Hughes Trio had gotten its start in the jazz clubs 
of Washington, DC in 1989, it wasn’t until 1996 that the group began to flourish with performances at 



the 1996 Summer Olympics, the Elkhart, Rehoboth, and Cape May jazz festivals as well as becoming 
the rhythm section for groups including the Vaughn Nark Quintet and Tim Eyermann’s East Coast 
Offering.   
 
The Trio has performed with such artists as Claudio Roditi, Jon Fedchock, Warren Vache and Larry 
Coryell and the groups recordings include Out Of The Blue (1996), Live! (1998), No Turning Back (2001), 
New Day Dawning (2006), In The Mist (2012), Love Letters (2015), I'll Be Home For Christmas (2015) 
which received 5 Stars from Amazon.com, 3 ½ stars from Downbeat and garnered considerable radio 
airplay; finishing out 2015 in the number 5 slot on the CMJ Jazz Radio Chart and Matrix (2016) which 
spent 5 weeks in the #1 spot on the Top 50 Jazz Album Chart at Roots Music Report and finished 2017 
in the Top 5 of the Roots Music Report’s Top Jazz Albums for 2017.  The Trio has a DVD, In Concert 
(2002), released by GMC in the Republic of Korea.  A sampling of the groups performing credentials 
includes the East Coast, Clifford Brown and Mid-Atlantic Jazz Festivals, tours to the Republic of Korea 
in 2001 and 2002, and clubs and concert venues from Toronto to Orlando. 
 
In 2002, Fred became the musical supervisor and conductor for Three Mo’ Tenors who later became 
Cook, Dixon and Young.  In this role, he directed the Cincinnati Pops Orchestra, the Atlanta and Grand 
Rapids Symphony Orchestras, Washington and Chicago Lyric Opera Orchestras, the Los Angeles 
Philharmonic as well as many contracted orchestras on shows across the United States.  His 
orchestrations and arrangements can be heard on the Cook, Dixon and Young PBS Great Performances 
Television Special Cook, Dixon and Young – In Concert as well as a compact disc of the performance 
distributed by RCA Victor titled Cook, Dixon and Young Volume One. 
 
Fred was Assistant Director of Jazz Studies at Shepherd College and has presented workshops and 
clinics at conferences for the International Association of Jazz Educators (IAJE), Music Educators 
National Conference (MENC), Maryland Music Educators Association (MMEA), Texas Bandmasters 
Association (TBA) and the Midwest Band and Orchestra Clinic. He has conducted numerous county, 
state and regional honors groups including the Maryland All State Jazz Band and the MENC All-Eastern 
Honors Jazz Ensemble. His book, The Jazz Pianist: Left Hand Voicings and Chord Theory is published 
by Alfred Publications. 
 
Fortunate to have many great teachers and mentors in his life including his father, Ben Iannone, Al 
Hermanns, Bill Horn and Kenny Werner; Fred’s experiences as a young musician in the community and 
professional organizations of Lancaster County Pennsylvania provided the experiences that have 
shaped him as a musician to this day.  Whether house pianist at the Willard Hotel (2005 to 2008) and 
Gaylord National Resort (2008 - 2011), conductor of community groups like the Chesapeake Bay 
Community Band (2004 - 2015), his newest appointment as director of the Columbia Jazz Band (2017 
- present), or performances on stages around the world; Fred brings his years of experience on the 
bandstand to every musical opportunity. 
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Jersey Jazz – February 2017

Although he has been a professional and prolific jazz pianist and educator for several decades, Matrix (Shore 
Thing Records – 1116) is my first exposure to the artistry of FRED HUGHES.  His trio, with bassist Amy Shook 
and drummer Frank Russo, addresses compositions by keyboard artist ranging from Johann Sebastian Bach 
and Pytor Ilyich Tchaikovsky, through George Gershwin, to Bill Evans, Dave Brubeck, Horace Silver, Chick 
Corea and Herbie Hancock.  Hughes proves to be an eclectic, delightful and wonderfully creative artist.  He 
explores a stylistic variety of compositions with superb intelligence, endowing each selection with a unique 
freshness that would have delighted the creators of the music who are no longer with us, and should bring 
smiles to the faces of the still active Corea and Hancock.  This is a thoroughly delightful collection of songs 
played by a trio of musicians who are consistently on the same wavelength.  (www.FredHughes.com)

http://www.FredHughes.com/


Veritas Vampirus #1,267 Newsletter

By Mark S. Tucker

 

FRED HUGHES TRIO – Matrix (2016 / Shore Thing Records)

Pianist Fred Hughes and his confreres (Amy Shook on bass, Frank Russo on drums) can rightly boast a 
distinguished history, having played with giants (Larry Coryell, Claudio Roditi, Warren Vache, Jon Fedchock, etc.) 
as well as, since 1989, having been featured in many Right Coast fetes (the Elkhart, Rehoboth, Cape May, East 
Coast, Clifford Brown, and Mid-Atlantic jazz fests) as well as two tours of the Republic of Korea. Now, with 
Matrix and boasting 9 releases under their belt, one of which is Korea-only issued, the band's as formidable as 
it’s ever been…

…save that “formidable” carries the wrong flavor due the the threesome’s warm, very friendly, and gently 
adventurous wonts. This is not to say they’re conservative, as is seen right in the opening cut, George and Ira 
Gershwin’s “I Got Rhythm”, wherein Hughes chops and channels the composers’ chestnut adeptly, instilling a 
lively stutter-step within the bars and measures before taking off for one of his many sprightly solos very much 
in Guaraldi / Brubeck territory with Corea topsides, Shook and Russo remaining vivacious beneath and beside 
him from start to finish.

The sophomore cut, Chick’s “Now He Sings, Now He Sobs”, somewhat continues that vibe but with more of 
Corea’s mid-period high-spiritedness in linear format (that is to say: unlike his glorious earlier chaotic marvels 
with Hubert Laws and similar hijinxy cats). Bill Evans’ “B Minor Waltz” receives Ferrante & Teischer-esque 
treatment, cinematically lyrical, playing large pools of calm against grand flourishes amid slow melodics. Shook’s 
solo is a stand-out, highly sympathetic, as Russo lays back in sussurations and wise silences, a choice drummers
rarely make…but should a bit more often, and a restraint he will show again in Pyrotr Ilyich’s upcoming 
coverage. 

Beethoven’’s “Two-Part Invention #4” gets a finger-twsting right-hand/left-hand cross-flow emboldened by 
Russo’s punctuations and Shook’s peripatetic undergirding, everyone switching from concert hall classicalism to 
café jazz about halfway through, whereas Tchaikovsky's “Andante Cantabile” is a long 6:10 exercise in discreet 
quietude and naturalistic procession solemnly held, Shook taking a stately solo early on, sounding like a Bach 
insertion by way of Ron Carter or Gary Peacock in a high thoughtful mode before later bowing her stand-up for a
cello-istic finale.

That leads to the third of four Corea comps (Hughes obviously is highly enamored of Chick’s myriad captivating 
virtues), this time the CD’s title cut, and we enter bop territory, Fred speeding through very clean very upbeat 
chops while giving both back-ups solo space to trot out their prowesses. Russo gets a really nice interval and 
shines, exhibiting a penchant for utilizing the panorama of tonicities percussives can express in the right hands, 
a decisive perception making the instrument kit far more musical than the backbeat-and-little-more we too often
see in rock ‘n roll meadows. 

But that’s perfectly illustrative of Hughes’ wisdom in his choice of bandmates. Trios crucially rely upon perfect 
sympathies between all parties, any slightest miss will ruin a cut, and this triad is as solid as they come while 
simultaneously fully as accommodative to deep listening as to jubilant background atmospherics. All the cuts in 
Matrix come from the outflow following the Age Of Mingus, Miles, Duke & Etc. and dance exuberantly in the 
milieu.





The Fred Hughes Trio has turned in some beautiful previous recordings such as "Out of The Blue", "Live", "No 
Turning Back," "Love Letters" and, on DVD, "In Concert." Now Hughes with Amy Shook (bass) and Frank Russo 
(drums) have offered a terrific holiday gift with" I’ll Be Home for Christmas" on ShoreThing Records.

"I’ll Be Home for Christmas" is an 11-track album with the standard holiday hits. The difference here is that 
these Christmas chestnuts are done with class and cool.

The album is opened with “Winter Wonderland.” The usual vocal line is replaced with simple chords to set the 
listener up for the fun improvisations to follow. A fine Latin groove takes over the piece and Shook’s bass steals 
a rolling solo to be followed by Russo swinging solo on drums.

Hughes brings it back together with the familiar melodic line but with that ever-so-lovely Latin sway. A fine start.

“O Christmas Tree” begs to swing and Hughes lets it do just that. A bit Guaraldi, a bit Ellington and a lot of 
Hughes. This is “O Tannenbaum” the way it was meant to be heard. Listen carefully to get a kick out of Shook’s 
bass solo.

“Silver Bells” starts with solo piano has the essential New York City cool feel that the piece requires. Russo’s 
brushes give the image of swirling patterns of snow as taxis rush by and Shook’s murmuring bass gives the hum
of electric lights.

The bustle of the street gives way to the coziness of the living room fireplace in “Let It Snow.” The piece swings 
delightfully like a couple dancing in the warmth of their home while the snow falls just outside the window. It is 
a playful, fanciful and mirthful shield against the cold of the outside.

“Silent Night” cuts loose in a brilliant and bluesy Gospel treatment. Far from “silent,” this is a raucous romp that 
thunders in celebration. The one has to be heard.

The Hughes Trio version of “White Christmas” must have Bing Crosby rolling over somewhere. A world away 
from the smooth croon, the Caribbean beat and warm melody conjures images of white sand on blue beaches 
more than white snow on blue lips.

“Santa Claus is Comin’ to Town” is an R & B feast with equal portions of ham from all three of the trio. Exciting 
in its expectancy of the arrival of the man with the sleigh, it is like staying up late with loud celebrations waiting 
for Christmas morning.

“The Christmas Song” is warm and accepting and full of hope for everyone who still believes in the utter joy of 
friendship and love. It is sweet without being sappy. So help me, it makes you want to hug the nearest person.

Of course, “Jingle Bells” just has to be jovial and bouncy and this is precisely what Hughes lays down. With a 
touch of Fats Waller, Hughes gets an additional bounce from Shook and Russo. It is a whimsical treatment, just 
like it should be. It tweaks your nose and bites you on the cheek.

Like everyone’s desire, “I’ll Be Home for Christmas” promises to be close for the holidays. Amy Shook’s bass 
takes on the vocal line in a slow and sad realization that we may only be close to each other in our dreams. The 
track ends with great expectation from Hughes’ piano. Sad and lovely.

Thank goodness that Fred Hughes didn’t leave us hanging with the melancholy of “I’ll Be Home for Christmas.” 
Instead, The Fred Hughes Trio gives a charming and warm farewell to us with “Have Yourself a Merry Little 
Christmas.” It swings and sways and gets everyone in the place smiling. As the unsung lyrics declare, “Through 
the years /We all will be together/If the Fates allow/Hang a shining star upon the highest bough/And have 
yourself A merry little Christmas now.” Now that’s the way to end a Christmas album.

Fred Hughes has been swinging since 1981. He has released many albums of great Jazz and has been a great 
teacher of Jazz all the while. With “I’ll Be Home for Christmas,” Hughes and his trio teaches how to enjoy the 
holidays, think on the holidays, and do it in a Jazz way.

Thanks for making Christmas a little bit merrier, Fred, Amy and Frank. 



Jazz Scan Jazz ain't dead; it's just evolving!

Sunday, December 4, 2016

Holiday Swing: The platinum edition 

By Derrick Bang 

This year’s superlative hit is the Fred Hughes Trio’s I’ll Be Home for Christmas, one
of the finest piano trio holiday albums ever released. The Pennsylvania-born Hughes 
has performed, conducted and taught — nationally and internationally — for more 
than three decades, and his keyboard chops are ample evidence of a lifetime’s worth 
of devotion. He has worked alongside jazz luminaries such as Arturo Sandoval, Toots 
Thielemans and Roy Hargrove, and this seasonal CD garnered a well-deserved 3-1/2
star review from Downbeat magazine. 

In a word, it’s terrific.

In another word, Hughes is a keyboard monster.

Such beasts come in two distinct flavors. Some are best known for cacophonous, unmelodic “free jazz” 
solos that soar into a tuneless stratosphere and prompt little beyond grimaces from all but the most broad-
minded listeners. Hughes belongs to the other end of the spectrum: His improvisational solos are a melodic
blend of lightning-swift single-note runs and tuneful power chords, the results both exhilarating and very 
pleasant to the ear.

Hughes compares quite favorably to piano legend Paul Smith: high praise that I don’t offer lightly.

Hughes is supported ably by the talented Amy Shook (bass) and Frank Russo (drums), and this collection 
of 11 Christmas chestnuts is consistently enjoyable. Hughes is a generous leader, granting ample space to 
both colleagues on all tracks, and it’s clear that all three are having a great time.

The album kicks off with a mid-tempo reading of “Winter Wonderland,” which offers a taste of things to 
come: a strong beat, ferocious keyboard chops and a lovely midpoint bass solo. The tune concludes, rather
cheekily, on an unresolved chord.

“Santa Claus Is Comin’ to Town” is similarly propulsive, with Russo laying down a fast march tempo, and 
Shook contributing a lively bass solo against Hughes’ deft keyboard comping. “Jingle Bells” opens with 
Shook’s fast walking bass, Hughes taking the melody with single notes and then lyrical chords, the tempo 
building as all three get down, until concluding unexpectedly at a gentler shuffle with a droll walking bass 
finale.

The slower numbers are equally lovely. Hughes opens the waltz-time “Silver Bells” with quiet piano, later 
inserting a playful keyboard solo against Shook’s equally sweet bass. “The Christmas Song” is given a 
similarly contemplative arrangement against Russo’s solid 4/4 beat; “I’ll Be Home for Christmas” is 
downright poignant, and highlighted by a particularly thoughtful bass solo.

“Let It Snow” opens with a lyrical blend of piano and bass, both trading off in the foreground; the tune’s 
improv bridge includes a cute bass and drum interlude, along with more of Hughes’ poetic piano riffs. 
Russo gives “Silent Night” a slow, reverential beat, and he contributes a surprisingly gentle drum solo to an 
otherwise dynamic reading of “White Christmas.”

The album closes with a mid-tempo 4/4 handling of “Have Yourself a Merry Little Christmas,” which boasts 
a sublime bass solo and a playful drum interlude, before concluding with a pleasingly resolved chord: a 
clever counterpoint to the aforementioned first track.

Get this album. You’ll never stop playing it!

http://www.blogger.com/profile/12885694730612878577
http://www.jazzscan.com/


What would Christmas be without that familiar holiday sound scape of songs of yesterday? Well 
thankfully we will not have to find out, because jazz pianist Fred Hughes has released I'll Be Home for
Christmas which is a set of 11 memorable classics that never grow old and will be a great addition to 
the holiday collection. What makes Hughes collection unique is his arrangements and hard swinging 
playing. The CD features Fred Hughes on piano, Amy Shook on bass and Frank Russo on the drums. 
Swinging selections like: "O Christmas Tree," "Let It Snow," "Jingle Bells," and "Have Yourself a Merry 
Little Christmas," adorn this gem of a recording, with Latin versions of the classics like; "Winter 
Wonderland," "White Christmas," and "The Christmas Song." A holiday offering would not be complete
without the beautiful ballad, "I'll Be Home for Christmas." A funky version of "Santa Claus Is Comin' to
Town" and two waltzes: "Silver Bells" and a slow straight eight version of "Silent Night." 

Hughes plays each classic with a deep understanding of the jazz tradition and the right touch of 
elegance, coupled with a rhythm that resonates with a clear sense of time and direction. The trio 
seems to keep the spirit of Christmas in mind and brings the season alive with jolly greetings in their 
playing and interaction with one another. One of the many highlights include the stunning piano work 
on "Santa Claus is Coming to Town." Hughes really displays a command of the keys that is spectacular
in his control of harmony and sense of time. Of course, my favorite part is his time sensibility, drive 
and clarity with each line building, offering clear articulation in a manner that makes musical 
sentences to create a complete story, outstanding work! 

"O Christmas Tree" is given an excellent medium-hard swinging treatment with Hughes predominately
playing the melody in a block chord fashion and the trio's time feel will get the toe tappin' right away. 
Shook and Russo keep things steady and moving forward as Hughes combines just the right amount 
of blues and bop to his swing language to make an impactful solo statement. Shook fingers a melodic 
solo that leads us to Hughes and Russo trading fours. The joy that the three seem to have when 
playing together comes through the music and really makes this the perfect backdrop to the meaning 
of the season. 

"I'll Be Home for Christmas" is beautiful. The attention to space and the subtle harmony really grabs 
the attention. Russo's brush work sets a perfect undercurrent and Shook's big woody sound pins the 
harmony as Hughes lyrical melody playing weaves in and out of luscious chords. Hughes solo 
continues the introspective theme and he does an excellent job of developing a theme through his 
solo statement. Hughes states the melody leading to a climax of big tremolo chords that are very 
effective in giving a clear arch to the piece. This is a wonderful version on this well-known classic 
Christmas favorite. 

Hughes has a wonderful project here and it is highly recommended. The trio will provide that perfect 
musical backdrop to all your activates of the season in a stylish and elegant manner. This is an 
excellent jazz piano CD, full of Christmas standards that are played in anything but a "standardized" 
fashion. It swings, it relaxes and it is always done with a lot of style and taste. 

javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)
javascript:void(0)


Pianist Fred Hughes and his trio have added to the Christmas cannon with their release entitled, I’ll 
Be Home for Christmas. A collection of eleven Christmas classics performed in new and fresh ways.
The trio is comprised of Hughes on piano, with Amy Shook performing on the acoustic bass and Frank
Russo playing the drums.  The trio covers various styles from swing to waltzes; from straight eight 
feel to funk. The main theme though is musicality above all else.

“Santa Claus Is Comin’ to Town” is given a work over and finds Hughes displaying supreme command 
of the ivories with Shook and Russo giving good support.  The tune is given a funky in the pocket feel 
that is sure to put a smile on both the naughty and nice.  “O Christmas Tree," could be called “O 
Swingin Tree” because this trio swings in a way that demands head bopping on this number.  Even the
grumpy guest in the family tree will smile with glee once this disc starts spinning in the background of
your festivities.

The title track is simply beautiful, played from the heart and in a relaxed ballad manner.  Hughes 
possesses that ever elusive combination of heart and technique, well done maestro, well done.  
“Silent Night” is given a touch of the church, and fittingly so.

The Fred Hughes Trio brings a family of tunes together that will add to your kinfolk’s holiday 
gathering.  Whether you are reminiscing of days of ole or forging new ground, this is a great musical 
backdrop.  Sophisticated and musical, this trio has certainly made the nice list.  Now as far as that 
family member who might be naughty, well that’s for another time.







 

FRED HUGHES 
No Turning Back 

Summit DCD 297 (70:17) 
Good title. Considering the 

talent, technique and taste Fred 
Hughes displays in this, his first 
album for Summit as a leader, he 
would have no earthly reason for 
turning back. There are three 
more “T’s” to add:  touch, treble 
and time. As heard in his single-
note intros to “Joy Spring” and 
“My Romance,” Hughes loves to 
toy with the melody in the  treble 
and take some fascinating liberties 
with the pulse. For “All the 
Things You Are,” it takes a 
mysterioso intro before the Kern 
classic emerges, surprisingly, in 
3/4, with outstanding, Iikeminded 
support from bassist Steve Zerlin 
and drummer Frank Russo. 

 
Nothing mysterious about 

“It’s Easy to Remember”: 
Hughes states the theme hon-
estly and directly, again in the 
treble, and rhythmic support 
eases him into a lovely, pensive 
exploration of the tune. Talk 
about pensive: Clare Fischer’s 
“Pensativa” gets a full-bodied 
bossa nova workout, building 
gradually into an exciting Latin 
swinger, thanks to Russo’s busy 
accents. Zerlin contributes a 
number of memorable solos— 
particularly in “Lover Man” 
where early on he contributes a 
crucial octave leap behind 
Hughes. The chemistry between 
bass and piano is obvious from 
the very outset. 

 
Regarding the very outset, 

Hughes cleverly interpolates 
“Secret Love” into the head 
of “Joy Spring”—which 
leads to a hope that he stays 
in the mainstream. The final 
three tracks, all originals 
(including an 
unacknowledged 11th 
track),are much less subtle 
with Russo switching to the 
sledgehammer two and four 
of rock. 
—Harvey Siders 
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